Optional software (upgrades)

SUSHI-DS

ESA 2

You don’t have to stay with the
same software for 10 years. With
the Sunlite Upgrade Technology
(SUT), you can jump to any of our
more recent software you like at
anytime. And with the one year
licenses, you pay less!

The world’s most attractive DMX controller

Daslight DVC 3

Daslight DVC 4

Sunlite Suite

Out of the box the SUSHI comes
included with 12 channels (stand
alone) and 128 DMX channels
(live/pc). The number of channels
can be upgraded up to 512 directly
from our webstore. Quick & easy,
no need to return the interface.

Sunlite Suite 2

Sunlite 2004

Lumidesk Lite

Daslight DVC 1

30 days free
Enjoy 30 days free with all optional software. You can test and
compare all software before deciding. With this exclusive DmxSoft
service there are no surprises, you can choose and purchase the
perfect software for you.
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*Only ESA2 and Daslight DVC4 software are available for Mac OS X. (optional extra)

The world’s
most attractive
DMX controller

Universal
Smart Handy
DMX Interface

Compatible
with Windows,
Mac, Android...

Worldwide
distribution and
one year warranty

Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ) is 50 pieces.
Manufactured and distributed by DmxSoft Limited.

sushi@dmxsoft.com

sushi-dmxsoft

www.dmxsoft.com

Daslight and
Sunlite software
with one interface

Control any
DMX or LED
lighting fixtures

High quality
product at low
cost price

Advanced SUT
Sunlite Upgrade
Technology

Try any
software for 30
days free

Upgrade the
number of DMX
channels up to 512

For small orders, please contact one of our distributors.
To get direct support on Sunlite and Daslight software,
customers will need to upgrade to our more recent
software (DVC3, DVC4, Suite, Suite2)

DmxSoft, SUSHI, Sunlite, Daslight, Lumidesk and Easy
Stand Alone are part of the Nicolaudie Group.
All other registered trademarks are property of their
respective owners.

www.nicolaudiegroup.com

$39 Only

with 128 DMX channels (expandable to 512)

Transform your computer
into a powerful lighting controller!

Plug in the SUSHI-DS interface...

Dmx
$39

enter the world of DmxSoft.com

Soft

usb dmx interface,
128 channels (expandable to 512)
4 windows compatible software included

Sunlite 2004

Sunlite offers a powerful world-famous lighting control software package
for entertainment applications. It has been tested and proven in the field
through thousands of installations and productions.

Easy Stand Alone 1

The Easy Stand Alone software was created for users seeking complete easeof-use. With its simple design, Easy Stand Alone is perfect for architectural
applications and can also be used for basic live control.

Daslight DVC 1

Daslight is one of the world’s most popular dmx lighting control software
packages. Its ease of use and ergonomic design has made it the software of
choice for DJ’s, Clubs, Stage lighting, small scale touring, shows.

Lumidesk Lite

Lumidesk is a powerful software package created for DJ’s on the go. Easy
to use, and with a robust array of tools for creating dynamic lighting effects;
Lumidesk brings professionalism to any gig.

